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Abstract— In this survey paper introduced the literature 

survey on the image retrieval using different technologies. 

Image retrieval techniques are the future of search engine 

technology. Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) is the 

retrieval of relevant images from an image database based 

on automatically derived features, such as color, texture, and 

shape which represent the information content of the image.  

Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) systems help users 

to retrieve relevant images based on their contents such as 

color and texture. There are different methods of image 

revivals are current present in the current world. In this 

survey paper discuss some of them techniques and its 

properties. In the image retrieval process for the 

classification of the image that extracted by features used 

SVM, multi-level SVM and other classifier. 

Key words: Image retrieval, Content-Based Image Retrieval 

(CBIR) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The origins of research in the field of content-based image 

retrieval go back to the late 1970s. Database technologies 

for pictorial applications were first discussed at this time and 

researchers have obtained the attraction for this area since 

then. Previous image retrieval techniques were not as 

intelligent and sophisticated, and they were not able to 

search for images based on their visual characteristics, but 

rather on textual metadata-based techniques. All images 

stored in the database were first tagged with metadata, and 

images were searched based on image metadata. Textual 

image retrieval methods have been used for traditional 

database applications. They have been used with many 

applications and business purposes but the increasing use 

and volume of digital images have created performance and 

accuracy problems for textual image recovery methods. 

Thus a new orientation towards better image 

recovery with performance and accuracy has been followed 

by researchers from different fields of application to take 

image recovery technology to the next level. New methods 

proposed for image retrieval have considered the color, 

texture and shapes of objects in an image. Let us discuss 

some of the methods, their suitability and performance 

statistics for intelligent image recovery from different 

application domains. 

The term "image extraction by content" (CBIR) 

appears to have emerged in 1992 when it was used by T. 

Kato to describe experiments of automatic image retrieval 

from a database, based on Colors and shapes [18] Since 

then, the term has been used to describe the process of 

retrieving desired images from a large collection on the 

basis of syntactic image characteristics. The techniques, 

tools and algorithms that are used come from fields such as 

statistics, pattern recognition, signal processing and 

computer vision [19]. 

The first commercial CBIR system was developed 

by IBM and was called QBIC (Query by Image Content) 

[18]. Recent approaches based on networks and graphs have 

presented a simple and attractive alternative to existing 

methods [20]. 

II. STRUCTURE OF IMAGE RETRIEVAL  

The figure 1.1 shows the structure of image retrieval. In the 

below figure shows the image retrieval system and its 

important parts. Image retrieval is consist of or three parts.  

1) Data Set  

2) Classifier  

3) Feature extraction  

 
Fig. 1.1: Shows the Basic Structure of Image Retrieval 

A. Data Set 

Data Set is the collection of different images. There are used 

in the image retrieval process. There are different data sets 

are present for working on the image retrieval techniques. 

Some of them discuss in below – 

B. Classifier 

Classification of remotely sensed data is used to assign 

corresponding levels with respect to groups with 

homogeneous characteristics, with the aim of discriminating 

multiple objects from each other within the image. 

 
Fig. 2: Shows the process of classification 
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C. Bayes 

Always the optimal (minimum error rate or minimum risk) 

but requires exact knowledge of class prior probabilities and 

class conditional probabilities of features. Seldom possible 

because exact knowledge rarely exists.  

D. Bayes linear 

Assumes Gaussian distribution of features with equal 

covariance matrices for each class. A modest number of 

parameters to estimate. Fast training and classifying. In 

general, performance is limited. Bayes  

E. Quadratic  

Assumes Gaussian distribution of features with a separate 

covariance matrix for each class. Requires many parameters 

(feature covariances) to be estimated. Fast training and 

classifying. Performance may be poor when data is 

significantly non-Gaussian.  

F. Nearest neighbor (1-nearest neighbor) 

A simple nonparametric method that uses all the training 

data for classification. Has high computational complexity 

for classification, though some acceleration methods exist. 

Must select a metric. Upper bound on error rate approaches 

twice that of ideal Bayes classifier.  

G. KN-Nearest neighbor 

A robust non-parametric classifier. Classification has high 

computational complexity when. Must select metric and 

value of k. k must be set using validation. Can have 

excellent performance for arbitrary class conditional pdfs.   

H. Feature extraction 

One very important area of application is image processing 

in which algorithms are used to detect and isolate various 

desired portions or shapes (features) of a digitized image . It 

is particularly important in the area of optical character 

recognition. 

1) Low-level 

 Edge detection 

 Corner detection 

 Scale-invariant feature transform 

2) Curvature 

 Edge direction, 

 changing intensity,  

 Autocorrelation. 

3) Image Motion 

 Motion detection, 

 Area based,  

 Differential approach. 

 
Fig. 3: Process of feature Execration 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Anandh, Dr.K.Mala and S.Suganya “Content Based 

Image Retrieval System based on Semantic Information 

Using Color, Texture and Shape Features [2016] 

Due to the rapid growth in the field of digital image 

processing, semantic-based techniques are also emerging for 

effective processing. In order to obtain an effective result, 

this article proposed a technique for generating image 

content descriptor with three characteristics namely, Color 

Auto-Correlogram, Gabor Wavelet and Wavelet Transform. 

The Auto Color Correlogram feature is associated with the 

color information of an image that is derived from the RGB 

color space of an image. The Gabor Wavelet feature has the 

texture information to extract the texture characteristics 

associated with the image and the Wavelet transformation 

feature is related to the shape information in extracting the 

edges of an image. The characteristic extraction process is 

performed on the basis of the BID input query image and the 

characteristics are stored in an entity dataset. The distance 

from Manhattan is applied to the query image and the vector 

of user-supplied characteristics calculated from database 

images to measure likeness. Finally, the proposed technique 

recovers the significant image of the image database that 

satisfies the expectations of the users. The performance of 

the recovery system was analyzed by the Accuracy and 

Recall performance measures. The effectiveness of the 

proposed feature descriptor is tested for the CBIR system 

using the Corel image database, the Li image database, and 

the Caltech-101 image database [16]. 

B. Ali Montazer, Davar Giveki, “Content based image 

retrieval system using clustered scale invariant feature 

transforms,” [2015] 

The large amount of image collections available from a 

variety of sources have increasingly presented tech-nasal 

challenges to computer systems for storing / transmitting 

and indexing / managing image information to create such 

collections easily Accessible. To retrieve and retrieve the 

expected images from the image recovery system based on 

the information content (CBIR) is extremely requested. 

CBIR extracts the characteristics of a query image and 

verifies whether they correspond to functions extracted from 

images in the information. This article presents two new 

strategies as image descriptors. The basis of the proposed 

methods is constructed on the algorithmic scale invariant 

entity remodeling program (SIFT). After extracting image 

characteristics SIFT victimization, k-means of grouping is 

applied to the matrix of characteristics extracted by SIFT, 

then 2 new varieties of spatial reductions are applied to the 

shape of the SIFT options much economical and realistic for 

the recovery Picture. Mastering the methods proposed in this 

goal work can not only take advantage of the EIPE features 

however additionally for this purpose work can extremely 

decrease the storage memory used by the SIFT functions. 

Moreover, in order to compare the images during this work, 

it is not necessary to execute the algorithmic program of 

SIFT, which takes a long time. Finally, the proposed 

strategies are compared with 2 standard strategies 

specifically, color auto-correrelogram and wavelet 

remodeling. As a result, our proposed research system is fast 

and accurate and can quickly manage large databases. 
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Experimental results on two standard databases show the 

superiority and effectiveness of the proposed strategies. [1]   

C. Jing-Ming Guo,Heri prasetya,”Content based Image 

Retrieval Using Features Extracted From Half toning-Based 

Block Truncation Coding [2015] 

This paper presents a method for content -based image 

recovery (CBIR) by exploiting the advantage of Low 

Quality Dither Block Truncation Cryptography (ODBTC) 

for generating the Image Content Descriptor. In the 

cryptography step, ODBTC compresses a corresponding 

quantization image block and a digital image. To image 

features are provided for indexing an image, in particular the 

color co-occurrence (CCF) characteristic and the bit pattern 

characteristics (BPF), which are generated directly from 

ODBTC-encoded information streams without performing 

Cryptographic processes. The CCF and the BPF of an image 

are simply derived from the two quantities of ODBTC and 

the electronic image, respectively, involving the visual 

codebook. The experimental results show that the proposed 

method is superior to BTC and other prior methods, and 

therefore proves that the ODBTC scheme is not only suited 

to the compression of its simplicity. Effective descriptor for 

indexing images in the CBIR system [9].  

D. Guang-Hai Liu, Jing-Yu Yang, ZuoYong Li, “Content-

based image retrieval using computational visual attention 

model”, [2014] 

It is very difficult to properly simulate visual attention 

mechanisms for image-based image retrieval. In this article, 

propose a unique visual attention machine model, 

particularly the salience structure model, for image-based 

image recovery. First, a completely unique visual cue, 

specifically the color volume, with the edge information set 

is introduced to observe areas of salience instead of 

victimizing the primary visual characteristics (eg, color, 

intensity and orientation). Second, the energy characteristic 

of the gray-scale co-occurrence matrices is used for global 

suppression maps, instead of the normalization operator of 

native maxima in the Nitti model. Third, a completely 

unique image illustration methodology, particularly a 

salience structure histogram, is proposed to stimulate a 

selective orientation mechanism for image illustration 

among the CBIR framework. In this article, we evaluated 

the performance of the algorithmic program proposed on 2 

sets of data. The experimental results clearly demonstrate 

that the proposed algorithmic program greatly exceeds the 

standard BOW basic descriptor and the micro-structure 

descriptor. [6]  

E. Haridas K, Dr. Antony Selvadoss Thana Mani,” Well-

Organized Content based Image Retrieval System in RGB 

Color Histogram, Tamura Texture and Gabor 

Feature”,[2014] 

Image recovery based primarily on content can be a difficult 

method of capturing relevant images from off-the-shelf 

storage. A new low-level feature contains histogram, color, 

and texture information. This component is intended for use 

in systems for extracting images and for indexing images. 

This paper investigates various methods available for the 

image-based image retrieval system, namely the RGB color 

histogram, the Tamura texture, and the physicist's 

characteristic. The methods are implemented and tested on 

the basis of three parameters such as the improvement of 

accuracy, the recall improvement and the precision rate. The 

experimental results show that the Feature Physicist 

methodology is more effective when examining with 

alternative methods. Physicist Characteristic 81.7% 

Accuracy in the image recovery system mainly based. [7] 

F. Minimal Singh, Hemachandran, “Content Based Image 

Retrieval Using Color and Texture Feature”, [2014] 

In the current situation, retrieving images from large 

amounts of information is extremely important. Content 

based primarily on Image Recovery (CBIR) can be an 

assortment of techniques to recover images from massive 

information. Images are retrieved based on content. The 

term "content" demonstrates color, texture and shapes. In 

this system, color and texture traces are retrieved from 

images. The color characteristics are obtained victimization 

Dynamic Color Distribution Entropy of Neighborhoods 

(DCDEN). The texture options are obtained with the 

victimization gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). The 

mixing of these two features is used to improve the 

performance of the Content-Based Image Recovery System 

(CBIR). The CBIR extracts bound features from control 

images and compares these features with all images of the 

information. Comparison of 2 images in the information is 

extremely simple, but comparing the ton of images in the 

information is extremely difficult. The agglomeration 

technique is presented to solve the above problem. In this 

system, agglomeration techniques based on K-Means and 

Contribution are used. The K-Means agglomeration 

algorithm optimizes only intra-cluster similarity. The 

agglomeration based mainly on the contribution improves 

the similarity between the intra and the downstream clusters. 

The experimental results show the comparison between the 

mean dispersion measurements for agglomerations based on 

K-Means and Contribution mainly. [10] 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper discuss brief summary of image retrieval and 

its basic structure. Also discuss the image classification of 

images, feature extraction in image retrieval. At last discuss 

the CBIR based different image retrieval techniques. CBIR 

based image retrieval performs good result compare to other 

feature extraction techniques in terms of accuracy, precision 

and recall. There are different type of image classifier is 

used for classification of data sets like support vector 

machine (SVM), multi support vector machine (MSVM), K 

Mean classifier, KNN and artificial neural network (ANN).      
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